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Please read this carefully! It’s important and absolutely essential! 

Autumnist uses visuals that are integral part of the show and mandatory!  

PROJECTOR We need high quality video/data projector (beamer) positioned front of the stage (or rear if 

backprojection) with adequate light power. If appropriate projector isn’t available, please contact us as soon 

as possible so we can manage to bring some with us. 

PROJECTION SCREEN Must be adequate to the stage size and projector power, (across entire stage the best) 

but not smaller than 4x3 m, aspect ratio 16:9! If appropriate screen or quality backdrop isn’t available, please 

contact us as soon as possible so we can manage to bring some with us. 

VISUALS OPERATION Projections are operated from position of el. submix (stage right, Vlado, see page 2) so 

it’s mandatory to have VGA, DVI or HDMI  connector on stage!  

LIGHTS Any lights or objects that might block the beam of the projections, must be removed or adjusted. 

Stage lights must be adjusted not to interfere with the projection and moving lights must be minimized. 

Colours and intensity of lights will be consulted directly at the spot with FOH. Venue must operate dark and 

the bar light should be dimmed too. If smoke machines used please be sure it will not completely cover the 

projection so the intense should be adequate.

VIDEO PROJECTION

TRAVEL PARTY

CATERING

TECH-RIDER GENERAL NOTES

autumnist TECH&HOSP RIDER _NOTES

BAND Vlado Ďurajka (electronica, keys, VJ), Peter Kohout (sax, clarinet), Nina Kohoutová (vox), Gabriel Kain 

(vox), Juro Kocnár (el. guitar), Martin Turzík (bass guitar), Mates Homola (drums) 

CREW Alan Schmiedl (manager), Michal Revilák (FOH) 

Some stagehands for load in/out are welcome. Thank you!

There is 1 vegetarian in our crew. Vegetarians do like a substitute for the meat that is served (seitan, tofu,...), so 

please don’t simply remove the meat from the regular dish. Please make a small effort to get this right, thanks. 

MEAL All meals should be hot and well balanced served in a sit-down style. If not available (standard catering) 

please provide some fresh sandwiches accompanied by vegetables, fresh cheeses, salads and spreads, ham and 

other meats. Nice to have some fresh fruits. 

DRINKS Bottled water, canned or bottled soft drinks/beverages, energy drinks, draught or canned or bottled 

regular cold beers, hot coffee and tea (black, with some lemons and honey available). 

On stage please some gently sparkling or still water in small bottles. Some clean towels would be great.

PA REQUIREMENTS Please provide good sounding professional and tuned full range PA system matching 

venue size and shape with enhanced sub extension (like L’Acoustics, Nexo, Meyer Sound, d&b ...) and 

responsible FOH engineer. Monitor desk with engineer is welcome.  

MONITORING 4-5 quality monitor wedges (preferred 115FM / LE1500 / d&b M2, M4 / MJF 210 / X15 HiQ, 

quality DI boxes (preffered BSS, KT, Radial) 

MIXING CONSOLE Quality mixing console (preffered Yamaha (CL/QL/M7/PM/LS series only), Digidesign 

Venue, Soundcraft Vi, equipped analog live console with necessary outboard: 2×gate, 6×compressor, 

1×master + 5×monitor 31band graphic equalizers (Soundcraft, Midas, BSS, KT, Drawmer...). Console must be 

placed on the floor at the centre of audience (not under balcony or in a booth).  

OTHER NOTES Stage and equipment must be safe and clean. Power supply (230 V) must be safe, properly 

grounded and equipped with earth leakage circuit breaker (TN-S). Cheerful and professional crew serving, 

we’ll very appreciate your effort.

This rider replaces any previous revision. Trash any copies with a date older than this. Please make sure your venue production staff 

reads this rider as soon as possible so that we can prevent any day-of-show surprises! If you have any questions, concerns, or problems 

fulfilling this rider completely and to every detail, please do not hesitate to contact our FOH immediately! Thanks for your help!



CH INSTRUMENT MIC/DI* MIC STAND MEMBER

1 KICK DRUM (OUT) AKG D112 / BETA52 SHORT MATES

2 KICK DRUM (IN)** BETA91A — MATES

3 SNARE TOP SM57 SHORT MATES

4 SNARE BOTTOM** E904 CLIP MATES

5 HI-HAT CONDENSER SHORT MATES

6 RACK TOM E904 CLIP MATES

7 FLOOR TOM E904 CLIP MATES

8 CRASH CYMBAL SM137 / AKG C451B OH TALL MATES

9 RIDE CYMBAL SM137 / AKG C451B OH TALL MATES

10 BASS GUITAR XLR — MARTIN

11 BASS GUITAR** SM57 SHORT MARTIN

12 ELECTR. SUBMIX L XLR — VLADO

13 ELECTR. SUBMIX R XLR — VLADO

14 SAXOPHONE DRY
DI / SIGNAL SPLITTER*** 

EV RE20 / SM57
TALL PETER

15 SAXOPHONE FX L XLR — PETER

16 SAXOPHONE FX R XLR — PETER

17 ELECTRIC GUITAR E906 / SM57 SHORT JURO

18 LEAD VOCAL SM58 / BETA58 / OM7 TALL GABRIEL

19 LEAD VOCAL SM58 / BETA58 / OM7 TALL NINA

20 TALK VOCAL SM58 W. SWITCH TALL MARTIN

M1 = WEDGE (VLADO/ELECTRONICS)

M2 = WEDGE (PETER/SAXOPHONE)

M3 = WEDGE (GABRIEL/VOX)

M4 = WEDGE (NINA/VOX)

M5 = WEDGE (JURO/GUITAR)

M6 = XLR TO SELF MIXING CONSOLE 

FOR IN-EAR (MATES/DRUMS) 

Quality HD wedges (115FM / LE1500 / 

d&b M2, M4 / MJF 210 / X15 HiQ) pls.
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B. INPUT/CHANNEL LIST C. VIDEO PROJECTION

D. MONITOR ROUTING

* mics optional according to the availability ** optional for bigger stages/rooms

*** mic signal of saxophone must be split into two separate equal signals,  

A - for further FXs, B - directly to mixing console for better monitoringN
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